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‘After this Sennacherib King of Assyria sent his servants to Jerusalem while he was besieging 
Lachish with all his forces with him, against Hezekiah King of Judah and against all Judah who 
were at Jerusalem, saying, Thus says Sennacherib King of Assyria, On what are you trusting 
that you are remaining in Jerusalem under siege? Is not Hezekiah misleading you to give 
yourselves over to die by hunger and by thirst, saying, YHVH our God will deliver us from the 
hand of the King of Assyria?’ -2 Chronicles 32: 9-11 
 

The purpose of this study is to consider the astronomical correlations of the entire 
ancient city of Nineveh. This study presents the assertion that the entire ancient city 
perimeter and its 7 gates was fashioned after the pattern of Orion. This ancient city is 
what is now called Mosul in modern-day Iraq. The region is a melting pot and an ancient 
crossroads that exuberates an ethnicity based on diversity to include the Kurds, 
Armenians, Turks, Arabs and descendants of Greeks. Nineveh is located on the Tigris 
River to the north of Bagdad and has a rich history of one of the fiercest empires the 
world has ever known, the Assyrians. It is not to be confused with modern-day Syrians 
although the historical, racial and ethnic attributes do eclipse each other to an extent. 
The Assyrians were a Semitic race and in the same family as the Hebrews for example.  
 
In ancient times, this capital was founded by those that are considered the ‘Cradle of 
Civilization’ after the Flood of Noah. The original capitol of Nineveh was founded in 
approximately 3000 BC. The kings were considered to have been part of the bloodline 
of the Anunnaki. The Anunnaki were those that supposedly came from such star 
constellations of Orion and the Pleiades. These were the ‘gods’ that came down from 
‘heaven’ and seeded such bloodlines as they interbred with the human race. This is 
corroborated in the account of Genesis 6. The Assyrian militaristic disposition appeared 
to be engrained in their DNA taking after the likes of Nimrod. In historical context, the 
Assyria that one is familiar with is actually the Neo-Assyrian Empire.  
 
According to the Biblical record, the king and empire are the ones that led the Captives 
of the Northern Kingdom of Israel to Nineveh around 722-720 BC. The ruler at that time 
was a very colorful monarch named Sennacherib. The name is a compound word. Senn 
comes from the root word that means ‘Moon’. The 2nd half incorporates the notion of a 
celestial Angel or Cherub or ‘Cherib’. Thus, this name exemplified the veneration of the 
pre-Islamic Moon goddess ‘Allah’ or in essence, the Arch Angel who was and is a 
cherub type associated with the ‘serpent’ as Allah. This is none other than a 
masqueraded euphemism of Lucifer, who in all actuality is the god of the Muslims, 
‘Allah’. Thus for emphases, the name will be hyphenated to Senna-Cherib. In fact, the 
demeanor and disposition of its character echoes down the annals of time.  
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The Spirit of AntiChrist  
The descendants of such a king and fierce people are currently ISIS, the Islamic State 
of Iraq and Syria. By one measure, such people that make up the present-day Islamic 
terrorist network of ISIS are the descendants of such a people and Spirit of AntiChrist. 
The Assyrians were and are famous for cruelty, live flaying, and impaling, eye gauging 
and mutilation of their prey. Now, as then the modern-day ‘Assyrians’ still taunt Israel. 
Judah now as then was and is the remaining Southern Kingdom. The contention is over 
the Jews being in the land and the legitimacy of their claim to the Temple Mount that 
Muslims seek to usurp. They also continue to blaspheme YHVH the Creator and GOD 
of Israel as the descendants of the Assyrians and their Spirit of AntiChrist now come in 
the version of Islam that denies the Jews their ancient heritage and Birthright. The 
modern ‘Assyrians’ continue to make false assertions against the Jews through the U.N.  
 
For example, the Muslims claim that Judah never existed nor was ever associated with 
the Temple Mount. These claims are insane as inadvertently, if such claim the Jews did 
not exist in the Promised Land, then neither did the sons of Mohammed for that matter. 
This is what the Spirit of AntiChrist that controls the U.N. seeks to accomplish. It took a 
king like Hezekiah to come before YHVH with the evil edicts of the fierce King of Assyria 
to plead for mercy and protection. This is what modern Israel as a nation still has to do. 
Too often, it has relied on a political solution and alliance with superpowers like the USA 
in this present day. In Hezekiah’s day, it was Egypt for example. However, Hezekiah is 
an example of a king that changed or repented, given the opportunity.  
 
The Bible states that the King Hezekiah put the threatening letters of Senna-Cherib 
before the Altar of the Temple. It is not clear if it is referring to the Brazen Altar outside 
or the Altar of Incense inside just in front of the Curtain of Separation where the Ark of 
the Covenant and Presence of YHVH was situated. The Bible records that YHVH 
defended His city and dispatched an Angel that slew over 180,000 of Senna-Cherib’s 
army. Ironically, it was a prophet from the Northern Kingdom of Israel that YHVH even 
sent prior to Nineveh to offer mercy. This was done through Jonah. Nineveh is also the 
famous city of Jonah that according to the Biblical record was sent by YHVH to warn the 
city of a coming sudden destruction due to their gross sin. Jonah was reluctant to the 
call and dissuaded himself. It took YHVH’s intervention before Jonah experienced a 
personal repentance to obey YHVH’s will. Repentance would occur also with Hezekiah.  
 
Jonah reached Nineveh and started preaching on Elul 1, and was given them a 40-day 
countdown to repent. This 40th day corresponded to Yom Kippur. The Bible teaches that 
the entire city repented and even down to the mighty king. Jonah was in anguish 
because as a prophet of YHVH he understood that later on, this same cruel empire 
would carry away the Northern Kingdom of Israel and with no mercy. This amazing turn 
of historical events also was what Jesus used Jonah as a Sign for the Jews. The Sign of 
Jonah, is defined by Jesus Himself in the Bible. It specifies that Jesus was to also be 3 
days and 3 nights in the belly of the Earth as Jonah was in the great fish. Jesus inferred 
to His claim of being resurrected as proof of His Messiahship. In essence, Jonah was a 
type of Messiah as was King Hezekiah that also experienced repentance on behalf of 
YHVH’s People and the Gentile nation on behalf of Jonah.  
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The Spiritual Conspiracies  
Allowing for some poetic license, it was after Jesus’ resurrection that He resonated in 
pure white light as it were. Given the new immortal physical body, it was much like that 
of His transformation on the ‘certain mountain’. Concerning Jonah, he was in the 
stomach of a large fish that most attribute to it being some type of whale. It was enough 
to accommodate an entire man and it essentially became like a ‘tomb’, dark like a grave 
etc. However, when Jonah was spewed-out of the great fish, it has been preached that 
on one observation, the gastric juices whitewashed the skin of Jonah to look as if it 
radiated as ‘light’ perhaps. The sight of such a discoloration of Jonah could have added 
to the phenomenon that led the entire city of over 120,000 inhabitants to repent as 
Jonah became a literal ‘ghost’ type and a physical ‘sign’.  
 
Also, consider that in the religious occult system of the day, the origins of their race, city 
and civilization are attributed to that of the Anunnaki. It was believed that the Anunnaki 
came from the Stars and come out of the mouths of fish from the shore of the river. 
Thus, to this day, this same religious system exists in the form of the Roman Catholic 
one with their ‘fish-god’ high priests. Such wear the ‘fish’ mouth hats and robes that 
depict the head coming out of the mouth of the fish-god Dagon. Later on in history, the 
Bible records the fact that the Assyrians did lead captive the 10 northern tribes called 
Israel. As the Assyrians carried-off the Israelites to Nineveh, they had a liberal approach 
in regards to the land of YHVH. Such had a multiculturalism agenda as they brought 
Gentiles to populate the area of the 10 northern Tribes called Israel and also Samaria.  
 
This area is the present-day West Bank area and the despised Samaritans would 
eventually be referred to as ‘half breeds’. The woman at the well account is one such 
example of how Jesus dealt with this controversy. Another was when a Syrophoenician 
woman pleaded with Jesus to heal her daughter. As in the times of Elijah who was 
cared for by a similar ‘Assyrian’ woman of Sidon, Jesus commend her for having un-
matched faith, not even found in Israel. In essence, the Samaritans were and are 
Assyrians mixed along with other peoples of the then known Assyrian Empire. In 
modern terms, such a practice continued as Persians, Romans, Turks, and Arabs were 
introduced into the racial mix. This is also, what has contributed to the present-day 
dilemma in the West Bank. 
 
In fact, the people of the West Bank are not that connected historically to Gaza. This is 
even seen in modern political terms, as there is even a rivalry among Hamas and Fatah 
parties that control each territory respectively. The tactic however has been the same, it 
has been to ‘divide and conquer’. The aim is not to have single homogeneous and 
racially dominate people forge as a possible powerful political, social and economic 
block. This for example was what made America strong but the Luciferians have 
employed the Protocols of Zion upon the USA and the result is what the USA looks like 
now, a divided and decadent nation all too easy to take over. Spiritually speaking, this 
same Spirit of AntiChrist, of Senna-Cherib has been taunting at the Body of Christ, the 
Church in similar fashion as was Judah. At issue is always the Testimony of the LORD. 
Ironically, a large portion of the Assyrians became Christians through evangelism in the 
first few centuries and the Eastern Churches forged an ancient body to this day.  
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The Spiritual Opposition 
The sons of Senna-Cherib today are ISIS at the heart of the hatred for YHVH’s People 
then as now. Such enemies of both the earthly people, the Jews and the heavenly 
People of YHVH, the followers of Jesus Christ are opposed by the same Spirit of 
AntiChrist and ‘spirit of Senna-Cherib’ that contention against YHVH. The Assyrian 
Christian Church has taken the brunt of the evil Muslim Menace. Muslims have 
ransacked ancient churches and slaughtered Christians during services. Such 
blaspheme YHVH in so much as they misspoke and argued against Hezekiah. ISIS 
seeks a faded glory of the ancient splendor that was Nineveh. The physical desecration 
of Jonah’s Tomb and the gates of Nineveh attest to the spiritual onslaught of the ‘God of 
the Serpent’, Allahu-Akbar. At the core of the city was the Citadel of Senna-Cherib that 
housed the 4 major temples on the mount called Kuinjik.  
 
This portion of the study will focus on the Astro-Archeology of the ancient city that 
appears to be configured to the Orion alignment of Belt Stars. The illustration will show 
that the Orion constellation has amazing alignments of various celestial ley-lines that 
correspond to several gates of the city and where the ancient temples were situated. In 
one interpretation, the various ley-lines to include the Galactic Equator can configure a 
‘cross’. Thus, the ‘Cross of Orion’ is befitting of the Christ figure that Orion depicts as a 
hidden motif. It would make sense that such a fierce predatory race as the Assyrians 
would chose Orion as its motif to layout their capital and king as it was associated with 
the ‘Mighty Hunter’. The city and its king echoed the attributes of a rebellious contender 
against YHVH, that of Nimrod.  
 
The temples atop the Kuinjik fortress appears to match the angle and proportion of 
Orion. As a ‘mirror’ of the Stars of Orion, the largest building or temple corresponds to 
the smallest of the Giza Pyramid and so on. The entire Orion layout matches the angles 
of the 7 Gates. Amazingly, the ‘Arrow’ of Orion corresponds to main gate of Nergal on 
the northern side. Even the adjacent constellation of Eridanus is physically depicted by 
a modern-day ‘freeway’ that heads down as the signs in the Heavenlies do. As noted, 
from a top view, the entire ancient city layout is construed to mirror the constellation of 
Orion. The Orion alignment is at 33 degrees from the horizon and the motif or pattern is 
slanted and in reversed order. This fulcrum pivots Orion to the Palace of Ashur-Banipal.  
Amazingly, the Orion Stars appear to topography align with the gates and certain main 
structures of ancient Nineveh.  
 
For example, the Orion Star of Rigel corresponds to the Mosul Grand Mosque on the 
western side of what is now Mosul. The Celestial Equator correlates to mote and Tigris 
River. The entire ‘backside’ of Orion appears to run along the Khosr River that is 
currently clogged with sediment. What this study seeks to emphasis with respect to the 
Orion pattern of ancient Nineveh is that the main temples atop Senna-Cherib’s fortress 
lends some credibility to this hypothesis. For example, the main Palace and center of 
power, the throne room mirrors the exact spot that the Cosmic Serpent is aligned with 
given the Orion Belt Stars. In particular, the angle from the great Star of Alnitak is at a 
33-degree angle to the Dragon Nebula. This is the same angle the entire Orion pattern 
is superposed over Nineveh.  
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The Serpent of the Stars 
To reiterate, the Dragon Nebula of Orion corresponds to the Palace of Senna-Cherib 
and his throne room. From previous studies concerning this Cosmic Red Serpent 
Dragon association, the assertion has been that it corresponds to the written word of 
‘Allah’ in calligraphy. In essence, the religion and worship of the ancient empires and 
their kings was centered on the veneration of the Cosmic Serpent, the ‘Red Dragon’, the 
Light Bearer, which is Lucifer. Upon further observation of the Orion pattern, the 
temples of Senna-Cherib not only mirrored the Stars of Orion’s Belt but that of the Great 
Pyramids of Egypt. With that, the pattern of the Sphinx thus corresponds to a cross-
section of the Galactic Equator and Orion’s backside line delineation. The following are 
the corresponding motifs pertinent to the alleged Orion constellation star alignments 
over Nineveh.  
 
Size  Orion Star Egypt Pyramid Nineveh Temple  Size 
Smallest Mintaka  Menkaure   Palace Asher-Banipal  Largest 
Midsize Alnilam  Kafre    Temple Nabu   Midsize  
Largest Alnitak  Khufu   Temple Ishtar   Smallest 
 
This same Orion celestial pattern is also incorporated over all other ancient city layouts. 
The pyramids of Egypt are also associated with the planet Mars as they are even 
situated in the plateau called the Plains of Mars for which Cairo gets its meaning, Mars. 
It appears that in the pre-Flood world, there was 1 common source of knowledge, 
pattern and consciousness. This sacred knowledge has only spilled over into the post-
Flood world, but to the few ‘initiated’ within Lucifer’s Secret Societies. In studying this 
ancient city, it is rather astonishing that such a people and contention are still very 
relevant to the current geo-political and religious hot spot of the world. Such pseudo-
religious cults appear to mark their territory with such celestial motifs as in the ancient 
capital of Senna-Cherib, hidden in plain sight.  
 
As the upper half of the ancient city of Nineveh lay in ruins, it has been mostly covered 
over by farms and fields. It was however the main habitation in ancient times. The 
Nergal Gate is perhaps the most elaborate, stunning and majestic of the gates. This 
gate corresponds to the archery of the Orion pattern. It construed the main procession 
that led to the fortress and Palace of Senna-Cherib. The lower half was an outgrowth 
divided by the Khosr River. The main attributes of this lower portion was the southern 
had the Gate of Ishtar and the Garrison to the west that is prominently now a mosque. 
The mosque used to be an Assyrian Christian church where it was believed to be the 
tomb of Jonah or Nabi Yunus. The following are the 7 Gates of Nineveh that from a top 
view appear to match the Orion constellation in relation to the 7 Stars of the Pleiades.  
 
1. Mashki 
2. Sin 
3. Nergal  
4. Adad 
5. Halajhhi 
6. Shaibaniba 
7. Mushialu 
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The Muslim terrorist group of ISIS bombed this church-mosque and since 2014, these 
religious intolerants have physically desecrated the Tomb of Jonah. They currently have 
also demolished most of reconstruction efforts of the ancient gates of Nineveh to the 
horror of archeologists around the world. These sons of Senna-Cherib have chiseled 
away the once magnificent winged-lions of the ancient gates of Nineveh. They are 
forever lost; pieces of more than 4500 thousand year-old artifacts gone due to efforts of 
the ‘peaceful religion of Islam.’ This religion is energized by the hatred of the Jews and 
was propagated to specifically refute the core tenant of Christianity, mainly that Jesus is 
the Only Begotten Son of GOD, or that Jesus is GOD the Son, etc. Back in Senna-
Cherib’s day his taunting backfired against Judah, Hezekiah, and the People and most 
important, YHVH.  
 
This will occur in the Last Days as YHVH will once again fight for ‘His People’ and 
Michael the Arch Angel will fight the Red Dragon Serpent Lucifer as he did during the 
times of Daniel and with the decimation of Senna-Cherib’s army. It is an example of a 
celestial battle fought on Earth with 1 Angel annihilating 185,000 of Senna-Cherib’s 
army. Some 10 years later the captivity of the Northern Kingdom of Israel, Senna-
Cherib returned for Judah. He perhaps calculated that the 2 remaining tribes were an 
easy spoil. Although King Hezekiah met the demands for gold, the tyrant reneged on his 
word and taunted the Jews. It was Senna-Cherib that YHVH used to judge and led the 
10 Northern Tribes called Israel away from the Promised Land due to their sin and 
disobedience against the warning of YHVH to repent. Only 2 tribes remained as YHVH 
promised He would leave 1 tribe, that of Judah, which was King David’s tribe.  
 
It was a promise between them and how from that tribe, a Lion would come forth as a 
Star from Jacob that would ‘rule the world with an Iron Scepters’ one day. It was YHVH 
who had encouraged Hezekiah and the Tribe of Judah ‘to be strong and courageous’ 
and stand against this Spirit of AntiChrist. Senna-Cherib sent envoys that spoke-up in 
Hebrew so that all could be terrified and cast doubt on the words of YHVH, ‘Has YHVH 
really said?’ This echoes the whispers of the Serpent to Eve in the Garden of Eden. In 
these Last Days, a similar surrounding of Jerusalem and a ‘Senna-Cherib’ will arise 
against Judah. Israel will see a similar onslaught occur. This will be the ‘Time of Jacob’s 
Trouble’. This will occur once the spiritual People of YHVH are evacuated. This pertains 
to the Bride of Christ that is made up of all those Christian followers of Jesus,  
 
The modern descendants of this last Tribe of Judah, the Jews like then, now continue to 
be pestered and taunted by the sons of Senna-Cherib. One last Senna-Cherib will rise 
to taunt and seek to control the Temple as he did in Hezekiah’s day. This will be the 
final AntiChrist that like the ancient despots of old will even claim Anunnaki bloodline 
and the Throne of David. Per some interpretations, this Antichrist will be a possible 
hybrid of some sort as Nimrod became. Lucifer himself at the midpoint of the 7-year 
Tribulation period will also physically possess him. Although, nationally Israel may lose 
heart, YHVH will fight during the up-coming Psalm 83 War, the Gog-Magog War of 
Ezekiel and the Battle of Armageddon. Only then when Jesus will return as the true 
‘Orion’ will He slaughter as it were the AntiChrist’s army of the coming ‘Senna-Cherib’ 
that will come against Jerusalem, all the same.   
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The Martian Gods of War 
There is also an apparent Martian Cydonia pattern of ancient Nineveh. Along with the 
Orion pattern, the outlining are of the city configures the Face of Ala-lu, the D&M 
Pyramid fortress and the 7 Star Pleiades Star Cluster. These 3 structures can be 
triangulated and appear to amazingly match that which is patterned on Mars. The 
Kuyunjik or Fortress of Sennacherib constitutes the D&M Pyramid or fortress of the 
‘Angels’. In this case, the Fallen Angels, etc. The Pleiades Star Cluster corresponds to 
the ancient Arsenal Gate which later on became the church and tomb of Nabi Yunis or 
the Prophet Jonas. The structure is amazingly designed on a 7 level terrace to 
correspond to the 7 Stars of the Pleiades. Specifically, the star that is triangulated 
corresponds to that of Alcyone. The whole are is configures to outline the dimensions of 
the Pleaides Star Cluster with Atlas corresponding to a government compound, etc.  
 
The Face of Ala-lu corresponds to the area of the Fun City theme part. The 2 corners of 
the Face of Ala-lu correspond to the circle points designed at a slanted angle. The Face 
is amazing also parallel to the freeway that depicts Eridanus in the Orion constellation 
overlay. The Kuyunjik or Fortress is naturally configured as 7-sided elevated fortress. 
The pentagon is nicely nested to form the corner triangle and corresponds to the D&M 
Pyramid Fortress. The focal point would be the Ishtar Temple. It would make sense that 
the fierce Assyrians would worship the God of War, Mars and from where they took their 
example and dark energies from such a ‘Pentagon’. The Fortress of Sennacherib is in 
fact a mirror of that which is in Mars. In terms of alignments and overlay. What is also 
astonishing is that the River Khosr follows the natural line of the dissection of the 
heptagram when conjured on the map. Other prominent landmarks also correspond to 
the Martian Motif such as the Grand Mosque of Mosul and the area of al-Jaza.  
_____________________ 
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